
Covid is an infodemic 

 

By Alexandra Bruce, via Cairnsnews, 9 August 2021 

 

We recently saw how Patrick King challenged his $1,200 ticket for not social-distancing 

in Alberta, Canada by requesting in court and on the public record, “All white papers 

describing the isolation of COVID-19, also known as SARS-CoV-2 virus in human beings, 

directly from a sample taken from a diseased patient, where the patient’s sample was 

not first combined with any other source of genetic material.” 

Patrick was able to compel an admission from the Judge, on the record and in the court 

transcript that Alberta’s Chief Medical Officer of Health does not have this material 

evidence, which presumably would have been integral in the crafting of the statutes. 

Less than two weeks later, the Alberta Ministry of Health dropped all COVID mandates in 

Alberta Province. 

Patrick had struck the Achilles Heel of this Global Flu d’État. 

HAS THE COVID-19 VIRUS BEEN ISOLATED? 

 

Has all of this been smoke and mirrors? Has SARS-CoV-2 really never been isolated? How 

have the Globalists managed to lock down the planet and cause 20 million people to starve to 

death over the past 17 months without an actual virus? Some argue that viruses don’t even 

exist, which is a whole other topic that further confuses matters. 

Mike Adams is joined by virologist, Dr Judy Mikovits to explain all of this. He tells her that 

he has a food and supplement safety laboratory and that he has not found any certified 

reference material for the COVID-19 virus. He says, “Apparently, it does not exist. Why 

would that be?” 

Renowned virologist Dr Judy Mikovits says Sars-CoV-2 virus was never a human virus 

Dr Judy, who worked at Fort Detrick and who worked for years with Anthony Fauci at 

NIH replies, “Correct. That’s because SARS-CoV-2 was never a human virus isolated 

from human cells and shown to be infectious and transmittable to human cells. 

“What was done is the SARS-CoV-2 virus was manufactured in the Vero monkey kidney cell 

line…It’s a monkey virus…its DNA sequences were injected [into the populace] in polio 

vaccines, in MMR vaccines, in flu vaccines and they’ve been in that cell line since the 

mid-’90s. 

“So, just like Dr David Martin was saying, it’s only just a bunch of sequences. And this is 

what PCR detects, is sequences. 

“A virus particle buds out of the cell of the host. So if that infectious RNA was in the blood 

or in the sputum or in the lung lavage from a human with COVID-19, what you have to do is 
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take the lung lavage, culture it in a continuously-growing human cell line that supports the 

replication of SARS-CoV-2. 

“Well, that didn’t happen. They took it out of the lung lavage in people – and I looked at 

every one of the Level 4 Biosafety Labs reported to have a paper that said they isolated it – 

and in every single case, they put it in the Vero monkey kidney cell line. 

“It never was a human virus, that I coughed on you or you coughed on me…So I see 

these doctors’ reports, saying that the ‘transmission of the virus is airborne.’ 

“No, it wasn’t! Show me the virus. The sequence is not the virus…” 

“[The spike protein, aka the envelope] is the disease-causative agent…and we’ve known 

that since 1980! That was the work of my longtime colleague, Frank Ruscetti’s wife. So 

if you change two amino acids from the envelope from a mouse leukemia virus, two 

amino acid changes in the envelope – the spike – gives you a Parkinson’s-causing virus, 

instead of a leukemia virus. And so they call them ‘variants’. 

“Well, you can put any sequences you want – and this is what Dr David Martin is trying 

to tell you – this is lab-created, never was transmitted from people. Oh, they tried over 

the last 20 years, but because of people like you, Children’s Health Defense, the 

Informed Consent Action Network, Del Bigtree, everybody’s been catching them… 

“So in 2019, they had to do their little Event 201 game, which basically says, ‘Whoops! 

We better inject everybody as fast as we can or they won’t get sick enough or they won’t 

die and we won’t cover-up the evidence.'” 

 

MORE PROOF THAT ANTHONY FAUCI IS GUILTY 

 

She says the fact that SARS-CoV-2 is a weaponized monkey virus, from the very same 

cell lines originally developed at Fort Detrick – which are used to manufacture many 

vaccines – is proof that Anthony Fauci directed this project, because it’s easy enough to 

purchase clean cell lines from places like ATCC. 

“Because if the Chinese had simply bought it from ATCC, it wouldn’t have all the fun bat 

viruses and precursors from the ’90s, with SARS, with everything else that’s been going on 

and military-weaponized. So that is the proof that Tony Fauci directed this and you don’t 

have to imagine a lab escape, because you just ship a little vial of these cells.” 

Mike says, “So Fauci absolutely knew that he was acquiring a weaponized cell line…that 

could be further weaponized in Wuhan. That’s what you’re saying?” 

“Correct,” she replies. “He absolutely knew what was in those cell lines. That’s why he can 

say with such confidence, ‘You’re going to see the Delta Variant,’ and all that.” 

Fauci shipped these weaponized Vero monkey cell lines to the Wuhan Institute of Virology, 

where she says, “They made an infectious molecular clone of a recombinant that looked a 

little bit like SARS, knowing full well you could grab a little HIV, SIV, gp120 and knowing 

full well, the XMRV 62 was in there.” 
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Indeed, she says virtually all of our vaccines are cultured and grown in these same Vero 

monkey kidney cell lines. They’re in the polio vaccines, in the flu vaccines, etc. 

COVID IS AN INFODEMIC 

Mike says, “And then all they needed was to push the panic and the hysteria and the 

PCR test long enough to get people to line up for the new vaccines.” 

She says, “Never was SARS-CoV-2 shown to have anything to do with that group of 

symptoms called ‘COVID’. It’s a group of symptoms, not a disease. 18,000 things can 

cause that cough, including air pollution or aluminum or whatever else. 

Mike says, “And now, they’re injecting people with spike proteins – or with mRNA 

instructions to make the spike proteins.” 

Dr Judy says, “And just to finish on the whole PCR thing, if your audience realizes, if you 

remember what we do with COVID, ‘Oh, take your elderly away and kill them and cremate 

them.’ 

“And when you cremate them, you break the nucleic acid down – you could never 

amplify or know what killed them and they all called it ‘COVID’ – and it never was. It 

was influenza. And we have proof of that. The CDC cooked the numbers… 

“This was not the first plandemic. This was just the big kill switch, because now, we’ve got a 

real problem. We have 25 to 50 million Americans who are already loaded-up, ready to be 

killed, whether it be from the flu vaccine, the Prevnar, the MMR, the autistic kids, 

the ME/CFS, the Parkinson’s disease, the type 1 diabetes, the inflammatory diseases. So they 

already have a slow-burning fire; inflammation driving their disease…” 

THE VACCINATED CAN GET WELL! 

So, what’s going to happen to the 160 million Americans who have taken at least one 

dose of the COVID vaccine so far? 

She says, many of those with pre-existing conditions will die right away but, “The 

healthy people need to know one thing: Never get another shot and do not wear a mask. 

Go back to your life and we can fix this. 

“This is what Ending Plagueis. Where are all those scholars? Well, there are a lot of scholars. 

We have a chapter about Frank Shallenberger, with ozone therapy, who understood back in 

the ’80s how to heal AIDS. 

“We have a chapter with Luc Montagnier, talking about the opportunistic infections and 

things like that and how he sees these injected particles; Stephanie Seneff with glyphosate; 

Chris Shaw with aluminum. So the scholars did step up and fortunately for us, Frank 

Ruscetti, because he’s the one that knows the most of it and he’s never spoken before. 

“Hopefully, this nails down the proverbial coffin for the corrupt scientists, like John 

Coffin, Tony Fauci, Ian Lipkin, Robert Redfield, Deborah Birx; they’re the FDA, the 

top of the CDC. We can change everything by only taking up these gatekeepers… 

“And so, with Ending Plague, what we hope, with this book is that everybody will stand up 

and have the courage – but it’s difficult – because my life ended a decade ago, really, as I 
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knew it. And the last 11 years have been interesting, to say the least. I don’t have kids. I don’t 

have what others have to lose. 

“It’s sometimes easy for us to say what we would do but now we have people who don’t have 

jobs…They have to walk away and protect these kids and their students. They literally have 

to walk away and say, ‘No more!’ 

“Everybody needs to walk outside and speak that truth in love and say, ‘No. This 

doesn’t make any sense.'” 

The very good news is that, even if you were vaccinated and you get sick from that 

synthetic virus, she says, “You can get well. We’ve got ozone therapy, we’ve got natural 

products, we’ve got glutathione, we’ve got healthy glycine pro-immune, we’ve got 

building blocks… 

“What we have to do is stop now and love everybody…” 
 


